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… denotes where the notetaker missed something. 

 

Session notes 

Arrived late, co-facilitator summarized the new document 

 

Argentina/G77: Providing suggestions on elements 5,6, and 7 on behalf of group, especially 6 since it’s 

sparse. 

Want submissions and synthesis report on those submissions. Suggest taking stock or revising further 

guidance at next session of CMA taking into account the experience of parties implementing it. Main 

idea, submit, have a synthesis report, and take stock. Under #7, maybe word ‘submission’ is redundant. 

Have both language but also general ideas. 

Developed countries parties mobilizing support for the different stages they’ve been referring to. This is 

the rational for the ‘cluster’ [modalities of support…] title. G77 requests specific bodies and funds to 

help us do that, tasking GCF, GEF, AC to provide support for this cycle and that Technology Mechanism 

and Capacity Building Mechanism provide support for the implementation of adaptation 

communication. … think cycle is important… 

EU: … there are a number of bullets in #5 that talk to the same thing. … in #6, it’s unclear what the 

process of revising the guidance would be. #7 para 1, similar to section 6 and 5, could be merged, 

another option is to use it as an entry paragraph to the Annex that provides detailed guidance. Same 

goes for the next paragraph, same goes for para 2. Re: the 3 last paragraphs, those belong here, would 

note that support for cooperation depends on the vehicle and is provided through the vehicle specific 

support provisions. Same on next (second to last para in #7), these could be collapsed into one bullet. 

Sees last [para/bullet] as something to be discussed in a finance related agenda item. Apologizes for the 

confused start. 

New Zealand: Don’t see headings included in a decision text, need to keep that option. On section 5, 

some bullets were in the PA and we can recall PA provisions instead of repeating them. On section 6, 

NZ’s submission provided some example language that addressed these points, asks co-facilitators to 

take look at their submission “for inspiration.” Notes support provided is under APA5 [information is 

provided through the transparency framework], requesting parties to provide information again here 

doesn’t seem to be appropriate. We all agree, capacity building, support, support for preparation, will 

be necessary if parties choose to make communication, but notes National Communication process 

which does include provision of information on adaptation and vulnerability as well as impacts, so 

there’s already a funding stream available for some of this information.  
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Japan: Can proceed based on this informal note. Re: section 5, 6, particularly para 7 this is outside the 

mandate of the guidance of adaptation communication. This should create no additional burden for 

Parties, so no additional support for the adaptation communication.  

United States: Agree with much of what was just said by Japan, look at what’s already in article 7, reflect 

G77 language and we should recall sections given what’s already provided in article 7. [??] Question on 

section 6, dates, snice the communication is non-mandatory, is there a date assigned for a non-

mandatory communication or is there another approach you’re thinking about?  

Argentina/G77: Can only respond to two questions, couldn’t note all … dates? … question to Japan, 

notes support is important for G77 and China, understood from him but want to be sure, maybe also NZ, 

they consider additional support should be provided for adaptation communication, this is a provision of 

the PA, given Art7.13 is already there “continuous and enhanced international support shall be provided 

to developing countries ….” for adaptation communication. Cycle they are trying to reflect is preparation 

and not implementation. Would like to hear more from colleagues about this.  

Kuwait: She took the question about support – New Zealand and Japan about support, it’s already 

mentioned in PA 7.13.  

South Africa: Input is in relation to support, clear that support would be provided per PA 7.7, is there a 

distinction that adaptation comm is not included in that particular support? 

Uruguay/AR,BR,UR: Around no headings, discomfort on no headings appearing across the document, 

when we agreed on a structure after first document which was that there would be text indicating 

outcome isn’t prejudged, text at beginning of document. The way it’s presented now, is you have areas 

of the document with … the issue should be the headings and the content, goal is it doesn’t pre-judge 

the final outcome, or if colleagues would prefer to have it more visualized, can do options to make it 

clear, want to be clear we aren’t discussing the content. … 

Co-fac: … want more feedback on the previous concern. 

United States: About headings and content, doesn’t see his suggestion reflected. Uruguay got to the 

right point, that ‘no heading’ is a remnant from a document on headings and not content, so discomfort 

on some Parties’ part that when we say no heading we mean no content. Views of where things go in 

the text … there are footnotes explaining where things with no heading go, things that could be 

reflected in Preamble or culled from PA. Don’t want to say ‘we want to delete a whole section’, both 

options being reflected gives comfort to everybody. Have his own views on NZ, JP, will comment after 

their interventions. 

New Zealand: would be happy to work on basis of headings, but don’t see them surviving into the final 

version of the decision. We believe this needs careful consideration re: support, we note 4.13 but also 

note that there’s international support already available to developing countries through the GEF for 

adaptation, impacts, and vulnerability in National Communications, which are one of the things they 

may make adaptation communication through should they choose to do one. Not saying that countries 

don’t need support, but because of the way the PA has been formulated with a large amount of 

discretion on adaptation communication, the whole idea here is not to create additional burdens for 

developing country parties.  



Japan: Para 10 [of Article 7 PA?], notes adaptation communication, but says no additional burden, so 

why does no additional burden mean support? Headings, no headings, nothing to add to US/NZ. …  

(missed something on headings) 

 

Co-facilitator: have a way forward on the no headings, … 

Kuwait: re: support in 7.13, we’re not renegotiating that agreement, it’s clear that it provides support 

for 7.10, we’re here for the guidance, if there’s an addition, we’re not talking about it, we’re talking 

about providing support for developing countries for adaptation communication, not renegotiating or 

asking why there’s support. 

Argentina/G77: [Reads 7.10 in its entirety]. Notes additional burden is related to developing country 

parties. [Reads 7.13 in its entirety]. Notes it includes para 10.  

?: Two/three broad ideas, that adaptation communication can be submitted with as component of, … 

7.11, where to submit it, make reference to adaptation registry mentioned in the article.  Adaptation 

communication should identify clearly, what part is to be considered the adaptation communication. 

This would capture what needs to be in that section. 

United States: would like to still see no headings in certain sections. Wouldn’t want to report back to 

stocktake like that. Re: support, is in accordance with 9, 10 , 11 and provided for in 7.13.  

Co-facilitator: asks for specific sections? 

… 

Switzerland: … 

Australia: Art7, on support, might be misunderstandings, NZ/Japan are saying there is support for 

adaptation communication through existing mechanisms, we could have the option there of through 

financial mechanisms, trying to be constructive so we can move forward. 

Argentina/G77: We need to decide on the whole approach of the options, if we have a discussion on 

structure of proposal, that was just a way to cluster things to approach different issues, they have no 

status because they are not headings, cannot support to choose some sections to maintain no headings 

because it’s not clear as an approach to our text. Just trying to build a way to make the text more 

navigable. Didn’t agree to this when we agreed to work with the structure.  

United States: Wants no section as an option, don’t see why we can’t include everything. 

EU: Wants brackets around text, which could provide a caveat, he feels comfortable with the situation 

right now, notes constructive tone of APA Heads of Delegation meeting. 

?: Could we put the caveat language in a common footnote for all headings? 


